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ABSTRACT: An electrooptical encoding device comprising a 
moveable member having a characteristic coded pattern of in 
termixed light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes representa 
tive of data to be electrically encoded. An electrooptical 
monitoring assembly is positioned adjacent the path of move 
ment of the coded moveable member for serially illuminating 
the coded pattern of light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes 
with an interrogating light beam as the moveable member 
moves past the electrooptical monitoring assembly. The elec 
trooptical monitoring assembly also includes an arrangement 
for serially receiving back pulses of light returned by the 
coded pattern of light~reflecting stripes and deriving serially 
coded output signals which are representative of the data en 
coded on the side of the moveable member. The electroopti 
cal monitoring assembly comprises a source of illumination, a 
?rst optical subassembly for directing light from the source of 
illumination onto the characteristic-coded pattern of light 
re?ecting stripes formed on the sides of the moveable 
member, a second optical subassembly for receiving light pul 
ses reflected back from the pattern of light-re?ecting stripes 
and for directing the received light pulses to the photosensi 
tive surface of an electro-optic converter such as a photocell 
for converting the intelligence contained in the received light 
pulses into coded electrical signals representative of the data 
encoded on the moveable member. 
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ELECT ROOPTICAL ENCODING DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

1. Field of Invention 
This invention relates to a new and improved electro-optical 

encoding device. 
More particularly, the invention relates to a simple, inex 

pensive and reliable electro-optical encoding device for use 
~~ with physically moveable members for suitably marking or en 
coding the moveable members with characteristic markings to 
identify the fact of movement by a particular moveable 
member, the extent of movement thereof, etc. 

2. Prior Art Problem ‘ 

There are a wide variety of equipments used and situations 
encountered in both industry and government where it is 
either desirable or necessary to develop and use electrical out 
put signals which are indicative of some phenomenon being 
observed or recorded for measurement and/or data keeping 
purposes. For example, in the processing, storage and distribu 
tion of articles of commerce (such as bags of sugar) which are 
generally sold by weight, it is desirable to maintain accurate 
and up-to-date records of the weight of an individual article, 
as well as the total weight of all of the articles in a particular 
classi?cation (such as the total weight of a carton of 100 bags 
of sugar). For this purpose, it would be extremely desirable to 
have a device which not only weights the article in question, 
but derives a coded electrical output signal which then can be 
supplied to a central data processing computer for storage, 
and subsequent processing record keeping, etc. Another 
problem area concerns the generation of characteristic coded 
electrical output signals which are representative of a 
character being printed by a conventional office typewriter or 
desk calculator. Still another example of the need for suitable 
encoders is with respect to the measurement of the magnitude 
of motion of a vibrator, test or other moveable member where 
it is desired to obtain an accurate indication of the extent of 
movement of the member for design, quality check, or other 
purposes. These and many other similar problem areas make it 
abundantly clear that there is a wide-spread need for a good 
low-cost encoding device that has general utility. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

It is therefore a primary object of the invention to provide a 
new and improved electro-optical encoding device which is 
relatively simple in construction, low cost and reliable in 
operation, and which easily may be employed in conjunction 
with a physically moveable member to derive a serially en 
coded characteristic electric output signal representative of 
the movement of a particular member, the extent of move 
ment of the member, etc. 

In practicing the invention a new and improved electro-op 
tical encoding device is provided which comprises a moveable 
member having disposed thereon a characteristic coded pat 
tern of intermixed light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes 
representative of the data to be electrically encoded. The pat 
tern of light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes may be per 
manently formed on the moveable member, or may be formed 
on a detachable target ?ag that can be readily secured to the 
moveable member. Electro-optical monitoring means are 
positioned adjacent the path of the coded moveable member 
for serially illuminating the coded pattern of light re?ecting 
stripes with an interrogating light beam as the member moves 
past the electro-optical monitoring means. The electro-optical 
monitoring means also includes means for serially receiving 
back pulses of light returned by the coded pattern of light 
re?ecting stripes, and deriving serially coded electrical output 
signals therefrom which are representative of the data en~ 
coded on the moveable vmember. 
The electro-optical monitoring means may comprise a 

source of illumination together with a ?rst means for directing 
light from the source of illumination onto the characteristic 
coded pattern of light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes 
formed on the moveable member. A second means is provided 
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2 
for receiving re?ected light pulses back from the patterns of 
light-re?ecting stripes and for directing the received light pul 
ses to a desired point. The electro-optical monitoring means is 
completed by an electro-optic converting device such as a 
photoelectric cell having the light output from the second 
light~receiving means directed thereon for converting the in 
telligence contained in the received light pulses into coded 
electrical signals representative of the data encoded on the 
moveable member. The ?rst and second light-transmitting and 
light-receiving means may comprise a ?ber optic bundle hav 
ing a light-transmitting branch and a light-receiving branch, 
the light-transmitting branch having one end positioned ad 
jacent the source of illumination and a remaining end posi 
tioned adjacent the path of the moveable member for trans 
mitting light from the source and directing an interrogating 
light beam against the moveable member as the pattern of 
re?ecting stripes is serially moved past the electro-optical 
monitor. The light-receiving branch has one end positioned 
adjacent the path of the moveable member in the vicinity of 
the interrogating light beam produced by the transmitting 
branch‘ and has a remaining end positioned to direct light pul 
ses received from the pattern of re?ecting stripes onto the 
light sensitive surface of an electro-optic converter such as a 
photocell. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

Other objects, features and many of the attendant ad~ 
vantages of this invention will be appreciated more readily as 
the same becomes better understood by reference to the fol 
lowing detailed description when considered in connection 
with the accompanying drawings, wherein like parts in each of 
the several ?gures are identi?ed by the same reference 
character, and wherein: 

FIG. l is a partially broken away, perspective view of a 
weighing apparatus which has been adapted to include an 
electro-optical encoding device constructed in accordance , 
with the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the essential parts 
of a new and improved electrical encoding device constructed 
in accordance with the invention, and employed with the 
weighing apparatus shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a partial perspective view of a typewriter which has 
been adapted to include an electrical encoding device accord 
ing to the invention; 

FIG. 4A and 4B illustrate a particular form of target ?ag 
construction suitable for use in modifying a conventional 
typewriter for use with the electro-optical encoding assembly 
shown in FIG. 3; 

FIG. 5 is a detailed sketch of an encoded target ?ag showing 
one manner of properly encoding a target flag such as that 
shown in FIGS. 4A and 413; 

FIG. 6 is a suitable light sensing and amplifying circuit suita 
ble for use in the monitor assembly shown in FIG. 2; 

FIGS. 7A and 7B are diagrammatic sketches of suitable al 
ternative optical systems useable in practicing the invention; 

FIG. 8 is a diagrammatic sketch of a dual-sided ?ber optical 
interrogating assembly that may be used in practicing the in 
vention; 

FIG. 9 is a partially broken away perspective view of a desk 
calculator, or other similar, special purpose signal generator 
which has been designed to incorporate an electro-optical en 
coding device constructed in accordance with the invention; 
and 

FIG. 10 is a partially broken away diagrammatic sketch of a 
spring testing apparatus employing an electro-optical encod 
ing device in accordance with the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF'PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 is a partially broken away perspective view of a 
weighing scale which has beenv adapted to incorporate the 
present invention. In FIG. I, the weighing scale is indicated as 
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comprising a housing 11 having a weighing platform 12 on 
which articles to _be weighed are disposed. The articles 
disposed on platform 12 then operate through a suitable 
weighing mechanism (not shown) to cause a scale 13 to be 
rotated to an extent determined by the weight of the articles 
placed on the platform 12. The rotary scale 13 may have suita 
ble visible markers formed thereon which can be read by an 
operator in order to determine the weight of the article placed 
on the platform 12. In addition, the scale 13 includes markers 
14 which may or may not be visible to the human eye, but 
which are viewed by an electro-optical monitoring assembly 
shown at 15 that is positioned to view and serially count and 
record the markers 14 as they are rotated past the end of the 
electro-optical monitoring assembly 15. 
As best shown in FIG. 2 of the drawings, the electro-optical 

monitor assembly 15 is comprised by a housing 16 containing 
a source of illumination 17 and fiber optic bundle 18 having a 
light-transmitting branch 19 and light-receiving branch 21. 
The ?ber optic bundle has a composite light-transmitting and 
light receiving end 22 positioned to illuminate and view the 
markers 14 formed on the rotary scale 13 for serially reading 
out the number of markers which are caused to scan past the 
end 22 of ?ber optic bundle 18. The light receiving branch 21 
of ?ber optic bundle 18 is positioned to direct light from the 
end thereof onto the photosensitive surface of a photoelectric 
cell 23, a photo transistor, or some other suitable electro-optic 
converting device for converting light energy to electric 
signals. The electric signals produced by the photoelectric cell 
are shaped and ampli?ed in an amplifying circuit 24 and sup 
plied through an output terminal 25 to a suitable utilization 
device such as a centrally located, data processing, general 
purpose digital computer. As will be explained more fully 
hereinafter, the output signals obtained from the output of 
ampli?er 24 and supplied over output terminal 25 are digital 
in nature, and hence may be accommodated directly through 
a dial tone transmitter-receiver link, direct connection, etc. to 
the input storage of a data processing computer. 
The operation of the apparatus shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 is as 

follows. Upon an article to be weighed being placed on the 
weighing platform 12 of the scales 11, the rotary scale 13 is 
rotated to an angular position dependent upon the weight of 
the article placed on the platform 12. The extent of this rotary 
position may be indicated on a suitable visual scale to a person 
operating the scale. Simultaneously, the marks 14, the 
character of which will be described more fully hereinafter, 
will be caused to scan past the end 22 of the ?ber optic bundle 
18 in monitor assembly 15. The marks 14 may be formed by a 
characteristic coded pattern of light re?ecting and nonre?ect 
ing stripes such that as the marks 14 are rotated past the end 
22 of ?ber optic bundle 18, they may be scanned and counted 
by the monitor assembly. For this purpose, an interrogating 
light beam is transmitted from the source of illumination 17 
that produces a steady state or regulated level of light intensi 
ty, through the transmitting ?ber optic branch 19 onto the in 
termixed re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes or marks 14. 
Thus it will be appreciated, that the ?ber optic light-trans 
mitting branch 19 and the related fiber optic elements in the 
composite portion of the bundle 18, comprise a ?rst means for 
directing light from the source of illumination 17 onto the 
characteristic coded pattern of light-re?ecting and nonre?ect 
ing stripes 14. As the light-re?ecting stripes 14 pass the end 22 
of ?ber optic bundle 18, they will reflect pulses of light which 
are picked up by the receiving end of the light-receiving ?ber 
optic branch 21 and transmitted to the photosensitive surface 
of the photoelectric cell 23 or other light-sensitive, electro-op 
tical converting device. The pulses of light thus transmitted to 
photoelectric cell 23 will result in producing pulses of electric 
current in the output of photocell 23 which are ampli?ed by 
ampli?er 24 and supplied through output terminal 25 to the 
input of a central data processing computer. Thus, it will be 
seen that the light-receiving branch 21 of the ?ber optic bun 
dle functions as a second means for receiving light pulses 
re?ected from the patterns of light-re?ecting stripes and for 
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4 
directing the received light pulses to the light sensitive surface 
of an electro-optic converting means comprised by photocell 
23. In this manner, the intelligence contained in the coded 
pattern of intermixed re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes or 
marks 14 is sensed and converted into coded electric output 
signals representative of the date encoded on the moveable 
member comprised by rotary scale 13. lf desired, the re?ect 
ing stripes 14 may be merely counted to arrive at the total 
weight. Alternatively, the stripes may be arranged in a particu 
lar code to form indicia such as binary-coded decimal num 
bers. 

FIG. 3 of the drawings is a partial perspective view of 
another form of the invention and comprises a conventional 
electric typewriter, such as an IBM Executive typewriter, 
which is a keyboard actuated apparatus having aplurality of 
keys (not shown) for actuating respective printing hammers 
such as that shown at 27. The printing hammers in typing out a 
message are moved to a common printing position where they 
form or print desired characters on a piece of paper installed 
in the machine by pressing the printing hammer and an inked 
ribbon against the paper which is backed up by a carriage 26 
that moves longitudinally with each actuation of the keys of 
the typewriter in a well-known manner. An electro-optical 
monitor assembly 15, similar to that shown in FIG. 2 of the 
drawings, is mounted adjacent the common printing position 
for sensing characteristic coded markers (to be described 
more fully hereinafter) formed on the sides of each of the 
respective key-actuated printing hammers 27 of the 
typewriter, as the printing hammers move past the electro-op 
tical monitor 15. The arrangement is such that the electro-op 
tical monitor 15 operates to derive a coded electric output 
signal which is representative of each of the characters being 
typed by the typist. The coded electric output signals thus 
derived may be supplied over a suitable connecting link to a 
centrally located data processing .computer. For example, a 
conventional dial tone transmitter made available commer 
cially by the telephone company to its subscribers, may be 
used for the purpose of communicating with the centrally 
located data processing computer. Alternatively, direct con 
nection wiring or other means may be provided for commu 
nicating with the centrally located data processing computer. 
It is assumed that this centrally located data processing com 
puter is a general purpose digital computer capable of receiv 
ing, storing and processing electric signals in digital form, and 
which may be coded in any desired manner such as straight bi 
nary, binary coded decimal, etc. 
For a more detailed description of the construction and 

operation of a suitable keyboard-actuated apparatus such as 
that shown in FIG. 3 and incorporating the above features, 
reference is made to copending US. Pat. application Ser. No. 
815,247 (docket HD-50l0)—l..eonard J. Higgins-inventor, 
entitled—-Keyboard Actuated Apparatus and Attachment for 
Deriving Coded Electrical Output Signals Representative of 
Characters to Be Recorded-?led Mar. 14, 1969 concurrently 
with this application, and assigned to Mechanical Technology, 
Inc. ! 

For the purpose of the present description, it will be as 
sumed that the electro-optical monitor 15 and the necessary, 
associated markers attached to each of the printing hammers 
27 (as will be described more fully hereinafter), are separate 
attachments to a conventional, existing typewriter where by 
reason of the attachment of the assembly, the existing conven 
tional typewriter is converted into a computer input terminal. 
By reason of the attachment of this assembly, and the as 
sociated markers, it will be. appreciated that the converted 
typewriter can be operated as a computer input terminal 
without requiring any special training on the part of the opera~ 
tor other than that normally required of a typist, and perhaps 
the small amount of competence necessary to set up a dial 
tone transmitter-telephone connection with a centrally 
located data processing computer. Accordingly, with such a 
converted typewriter, as a normal office routine, at the time 
that a secretary or other record clerk types a personnel time 
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card, an invoice, a receipt, etc. all that needs to be done in 
order to simultaneously communicate the data being typed to 
the central date processing computer, is that the typist dial the 
computer station on the telephone, and upon being assigned 
an entry line, place the handset of the telephone on the dial 
tone transmitter, properly address the computer through the 
dial tone transmitter and proceed to type in the data to be 
printed out by the typewriter, and to be recorded simultane 
ously in the central data processing computer. 
As is shown in FIG. 3 of the drawings, the electro-optical 

monitor 15 is mounted in a position adjacent the common 
printing zone of the converted typewriter so that the respec 
tive key-actuated printing hammers, such as shown at 27, pass 
closely adjacent the end of the electro-optical monitor 15. As 
stated earlier, the electro-optical monitor 15 is similar in con 
struction to the monitor assembly shown in FIG. 2 and the 
printing hammers 27 are modi?ed to include target ?ags hav 
ing characteristic coded patterns of re?ecting and nonre?ect 
ing areas fonned on the sides thereof. As a consequence, as 
each respective printing hammer 27 is caused to move past the 
end 22 of the electro-optical monitor, they will be inter~ 
rogated by the monitor, and result in the production of 
characteristic coded electrical output signals representative of 
the data encoded in the patterns of re?ecting and nonre?ect 
ing stripes formed on the sides of the hammers. 

FIG. 4A of the drawings illustrates a basic component of the 
invention and comprises a striped target ?ag 29 consisting of a 
surface bearing intermixed light re?ecting 32 and nonre?ect 
ing or minimally re?ecting stripes 31. The stripes are arranged 
in a characteristic coded pattern with a certain dimensional 
mark~space ratio such that simple code sequences (typically a 
six-bit binary code sequence) can be dimensionally 
represented to distinguish the target ?ag of one printing 
hammer 27 from the target ?ag of another printing hammer. 
The target ?ag may be fabricated as separate attachments that 
may be readily secured over the end of a respective key—actu~ 
ated printing hammer 27 to fonn the overall arrangement 
shown in FIG. 4B of the drawings. The target ?ags 29 may be 
fabricated from small strips or angles of aluminum foil, or the 
like, and marked with an appropriate six bit code that 
establishes a binary relationship between the alpha-numeric 
character indicated at 33 formed on the face of the printing 
hammers 27 the electrical output signal. The target flags 29 
may be in the form of an‘inverted 'U-shaped clip as shown in 
FIG. 4A, or may comprise a simple strip glued or otherwise af 
fixed to the side of the printing hammers 27. With such an ar 
rangement, it is anticipated that the target ?ags 29 will be 
prefabricated in a separate, low-cost processing step and made 
available for attachment to the printing hammers 27 of the 
typewriter. It is also anticipated that the target ?ags 29 could 
be formed on the printing hammers permanently at the time of 
original manufacture of the typewriter should such manner of 
fabrication be desired. 
From a consideration of FIG. 3 of the drawings taken in 

connection with FIGS. 4A and 48, it will be appreciated that 
as the respective printing hammers 27 of the key-actuated 
typewriter are caused to move past the common printing posi 
tion, the alternate or intennixed light re?ecting and non 
re?ecting patterns 32 and 31 formed on the side of the print 
ing hammers will produce characteristic coded, electric out 
put signals in the output of the photocell 23 of the electro 
optic assembly. These output signals are then amplified by the 
amplifier 24 and supplied through output terminal 25 to a cen 
tral data processing computer facility for storage and 
processing either directly or over a dial tone transmitter, etc. 

FIG. 5 of the drawings illustrates in greater detail the format 
or layout of the alternately striped target ?ags which are em 
ployed to form the characteristic coded patterns on the 
respective key-actuated printing hammers 27 of the 
typewriter. This format may be employed whether the target 
?ags are to be separately prefabricated, or pennanently 
formed on the sides of the printing hammers. As shown in 
FIGS. 5A and 5B, the ?ags consist of a surface bearing al 
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6 
ternate or intermixed light re?ecting and nonre?ecting or 
minimally re?ecting stripes. The stripes are arranged with a 
certain dimensional mark-space ratio to provide a desired out 
put binary code sequence (such as a six bit binary code), 
within the constraints dictated by the dimensional tolerances 
of the portions of the key-actuated member 27 where the tar 
get ?ag area is formed. 

FIG. 5A shows a typical target ?ag having a sequence of 
characteristic light re?ecting stripes intermixed with non 
re?ecting or minimally re?ecting areas. For this purpose it is 
desirable to provide separating spaces marked with a little S 
intermediate each area or stripe where the presence or 
absence of a light re?ecting surface indicates either a binary 
“ l ” or a binary “0" in the conventionally accepted manner. 
Thus, if the target ?ag depicted in FIG. 5A is scanned or 
otherwise read out in the direction of the arrow, the resultant 
coded electrical output signal developed by the photocell and 
supplied to the computer for storage and subsequent 
processing would be a binary coded electrical signal of the 
form 1001 l 1. FIG. 5B of the drawings illustrates a different 
target flag providing a signal having the binary form llOlOO. 
More elaborate and sophisticated code sequences obviously 
can be readily provided in the same manner, if desired or 
required. In a particular embodiment of the invention, an 
overall target ?ag area such as that depicted in FIG. 5A would 
have a typical size of about three-eighths of an inch by three 
sixteenths of an inch with the 36-inch dimension being divided 
into 15 regions to form an eight-bit code. With this format, 
about three one-twentieths or one-fonieth of an inch was 
required to form a nonre?ecting space (s), a binary “0" or a 
re?ecting binary “ l " area or stripe, as the case may be, with 
all of the stripes or areas being equal in dimension. Variations 
of this format to provide a greater encoding capability, etc. are 
believed obvious to one skilled in the art. Similar encoding 
formats can be employed to form the re?ecting markers 14 on 
the rotary moveable member 13 of the embodiment of the in 
vention shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. A particularly desirable for 
mat would employ a binary coded decimal spacing of the 
re?ecting stripes forming different decimal numerals 
representing different weight values for articles weighed on 
the scale. 

FIG. 6 is a schematic circuit diagram of a suitable photosen 
sitive readout and amplifying circuit useable in connection 
with the invention to derive desired coded electric output 
signals representative of the respective characters or data 
formed on the side of the target ?ags. In the circuit arrange 
ment shown in FIG. 6, a suitable photosensitive device 23 such 
as a photocell, phototransistor, photodiode or some other 
suitable electro-optic converter, is employed. The device 23 is 
positioned adjacent the output end of the receiving branch 21 
of the fiber optic bundle so that light emanating from the end 
of the receiving fiber optic elements impinges upon the 
photosensitive surface of the device 23. The device 23 may 
comprise a field effect phototransistor having a source elec 
trode connected to a source of positive voltage and a drain 
electrode connected to the base electrode of an NPN amplify 
ing transistor 35. The gate of the phototransistor 23 is con 
nected through a limiting resistor to the tap point 36 of a re 
sistor voltage divider connected across the source of operating 
potential. The NPN amplifying transistor 35 has its collector 
connected directly to the positive terminal of the source of 
operating potential and its emitter connected through a 560 
ohm resistor to the common or ground terminal of the operat 
ing potential source. A zener diode 37 is connected in series 
circuit relationship with a dropping resistor across the source 
of operating potential in order to stabilize the voltage applied 
to the circuit to a desired voltage value. Output signals 
developed by the circuit are obtained from the emitter of 

_ transistor 35 and supplied through the output terminal 25 to 
Y the central data processing computer, etc. 

75 

In operation, light ?ux from the end of the receiving branch 
21 of the fiber optic bundle impinges on the photosensitive 
surface of the phototransistor 23 to cause a variation in the 
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current ?owing between the source and drain electrodes 
thereof. The magnitude of this current variation can be ad 
justed in accordance with the setting of the tap point 36 on the 
voltage-dividing resistor and the value of the limiting resistor 
connected between the tap point and the gate electrode of the 
devicerThe variation in light ?ux (which is pulsed in nature 
due to the alternate re?ecting stripes or surfaces of the coded 
target ?ag) produces a corresponding pulsed current ?owing 
through the device 23 that is ampli?ed by the transistor ampli 
?er 35, and supplied as a coded, pulsed digital output signal at 
the output terminal 25 connected to the emitter of transistor 
35. It will be appreciated however that the invention is in no 
way limited to use with the particular sensing and amplifying 
circuit shown in FIG. 6, and that the circuit is merely typical of 
a suitable arrangement for deriving the desired coded electric 
output signal from any of the optical sensors previously 
described. 
While it is anticipated that the photoelectric cells, semicon-v 

ductor phototransistors, photodiodes, or other suitable light 
sensitive devices such as 23 will be designed to respond to visi 
ble light, the invention is in no way restricted to the use of visi 
ble light. ,For certain applications, it may be desirable to em 
ploy either infrared or ultraviolet light in sensing and reading 
out the characteristic coded patterns on the target ?ags in ac 
cordance with the invention. Accordingly, appropriate modi? 
cation of the electro-optical monitor to accommodate the use 
of different forms of radiant energy, is believed obvious to 
those skilled in the art. Should it be desired, a ?uorescent sub 
stance could be printed or painted on the sides of the movea 
ble members 27 to form the coded target ?ags or patterns. The 
patterns thus encoded then could be illuminated and read out 
from an ultraviolet light source. While this technique would 
not necessarily be superior to the techniques previously 
described employing visible light, such an arrangement would 
be appropriate where it is desired to keep the encoding on the 
respective moveable members secret as in cyphering applica 
tions. Such a readout arrangement when employed in con 
junction with readily removable or detachable target ?ags or 
patterns such as those described with relation to FIGS. 4A and 
4B whereby the target ?ags are readily replaceable, makes 
possible the application of the invention in encrypting opera 
tions involving the transmission and processing of secret 
messages or records. 

FIG. 7 of the drawings illustrates two diagrammatic views of 
alternative optical systems for use in reading out the coded 
patterns of alternate light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes 
on the target ?ags attached to the sides of the moveable 
member or members being monitored. In. FIG. 7A the alter 
nating re?ecting stripes 32 are illuminated from a source of il 
lumination either directly or through a suitable ?ber optic 
bundle and suitable focusing lens arrangement 41 for produc 
ing a ?nely focused spot of interrogating light as shown at 42 
that can be contained completely within the width of the 
re?ecting stripes 32 and/or the width of the non or minimally 
re?ecting binary “0" or “.r" stripes. The spot 42 illuminated 
by the light-transmitting lens 41 is viewed by the end of a ?ber 
optical readout bundle 21 whose output end is directed onto 
the photosensitive surface of a photoelectric cell 23 in the 
previously described manner. The dotted outline circle shown 
at 43 illustrates the general area viewed by the ?ber optical 
readout branch 21. This circle 73 also depicts the general area 
of illumination that would be produced by a ?ber optical 
transmitting branch, such as that shown at w in FIG. 2, should 
such a ?ber optic light transmitting branch be employed in 
place of the focusing lens arrangement 41. 
As a result of the use of the focusing lens arrangement 41, 

an improved output signal can be obtained from the 
photoelectric cell 23 having a greatly improved signal to noise 
ratio. This improved signal to noise ratio is depicted in FIG. 
7C of the drawings wherein the solid waveform signal (shown 
at 44) depicts the nature of the coded electric output signal 
obtained from photoelectric cell 23 where both ?ber optic 
light-transmitting and ?ber optic light-receiving branches are 
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8 
employed in a monitor assembly such as that shown in FIG. 2. 
The signal waveform depicted by the dotted line graph 45 il 
lustrates the comparable output signal obtained if the optical 
system shown in FIG. 7A is used in employing a focusing lens 
41. This improved output signal is obtained by reason of the 
fact that substantially all of the light directed toward the target 
?ag impinges on a light-re?ecting stripe 32 and is re?ected 
back and into the end of the ?ber optic receiving branch 21. 
From a comparison of the ?nely focused, interrogating light 
spot 42 to the more diffused, enlarged spot 43 (which would 
be produced by a complete interrogating ?ber optic light 
system using a ?ber optic light-transmitting branch) it will be 
appreciated that considerably more light will be re?ected into 
the end of the light-receiving branch 21 from the ?nely 
focused spot 42 than would be the case with the more diffused 
spot 43. This increased re?ected light ?ux results in more 
sharply de?ned and intense received light pulses that in'turn 
produce the improved output signal pulses such as those 
shown at 45 having a greatly improved signal to noise ratio. 

FIG. 7B of the drawings illustrates still another modi?ed 
fonn of electro-optical readout monitor assembly using a 
source of illumination 17, a focusing lens 41 for focusing light 
from source 17 into a ?nely focused interrogating light spot 42 
that then is read out by a light-receiving lens assembly shown 
generally at 46 for focusing received, re?ected light pulses 
from spots such as 42 onto the photosensitive surface of the 
photoelectric cell 23 either directly or through a ?ber optic 
bundle. With an optical system such as shown in FIG. 7B, sub 
stantially the same or perhaps better signal-to-noise ratios can 
be obtained than those obtained with the arrangement of FIG. 
7A. 
F IG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a double-sided, ?ber optic 

monitor or sensor that may be used with advantage in connec 
tion with apparatus such as the embodiment of the invention 
shown in FIGS. 3-7. The dual sided, ?ber optic monitor shown 
in FIG. 8 is designed to position composite transmit-inter 
rogate and light-receiving branches 22A and 228 on both 
sides of a moveable member 27 (such as the printing hammer 
of a typewriter) and on which suitable coded target ?ags are 
formed on at least two sides thereof in the manner described 
with relation to FIGS. 4 and 5. Each of the ?ber optic 
branches 22A and 22B comprise a part of the ?ber optic bun 
dle 18 having a pair of parallel light-transmitting branches 
19A and 19B, and a pair of parallel light-receiving branches 
21A and 218. 
The ends of the parallel light-transmitting branches 19A 

and 19B are positioned opposite a source of illumination 17 
for transmitting light from this source through the several 
light-transmitting light from this source through the several 
light-transmitting ?ber optic elements that comprise the 
respective branches 19A and 19B as well as the branches 22A 
and 228 to illuminate the target ?ags on both sides of the 
moveable member 27. Light re?ected from the coded pattern 
of light-re?ecting stripes is gathered by the light-receiving 
?ber optic elements comprising part of the branches 22A, 22B 
and the light-receiving branches 21A and 21B, and are trans 
mitted through the respective light-receiving ?ber optic ele 
ments to the photosensitive surface of the photoelectric cell 
23. From a consideration of FIG. 8, it will be appreciated that 
both sides of the coded patterns of re?ecting stripes on the 
moveable member 27 are read out in parallel, but that each in 
dividual side is read out serially. As a result, a considerably im 
proved signal to noise ratio is obtained, and any variation in 
signal level due to lateral misalignment of the moveable 
member 27 is minimized. This latter feature is due to the fact 
that if the moveable member 27 due to lateral misalignment 
moves further away from one of the branches such as 22A 
thereby weakening its pulses light output, it will come closer 
to the remaining branch 22B thereby strengthening its light 
output ‘ so that the composite effect on the output signal 
developed by the photocell tend to compensate each other. 

FIG. 9 of the drawings is a partially broken away, perspec 
tive view of an auxiliary signal generator for generating aux 
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iliary instruction signals that can be used in a variety of ‘situa 
tions. For example, such an auxiliary signal generator could 
comprise a low cost desk calculator or it could be employed 
with a typewriter that has been adapted in accordance with 
the embodiment of the invention shown in FIG. 3 to provide 
auxiliary instructions to a central data processing computer 
such as end of message characters, block instructions, end of 
record characters, start of paragraph, end of paragraph, and 
the like. This can be accomplished with the auxiliary signal 
generator shown in FIG. 9 without the need for an operator to 
memorize special code character sequences. The auxiliary 
signal generator is comprised of a plurality of push buttons or 
keys 51 supported on a housing 52 by means of return springs 
53 and suitable bearing supports (not shown). The respective 
keys 5] are connected through a reciprocally moveable shaft 
member 54 to a respective target ?ag 55 having a charac 
teristic coded pattern of intermixed light re?ecting and non 
re?ecting or minimally reflecting stripes formed thereon by 
any of the previously described techniques. The reciprocally 
moveable target ?ags 55 are illuminated with an interrogating 
light beam and viewed by a ?ber optic branch 56 having trans 
mit and receive subbranches 56A and 56B, respectively. If 
desired, the ?ber optic branch 56 and its associated transmit 
and receive subbranches may comprise an auxiliary branch of 
a main ?ber optic bundle employed with a monitor of the type 
shown in FIG. 3 of the drawings. Each of the respective aux 
iliary function signal generator push buttons or keys 51 are 
provided with similar optical readout arrangements for read 
ing out the particular auxiliary instruction message encoded 
thereon. 

If the auxiliary signal generator shown in FIG. 9 is employed 
as an auxiliary instruction generator to be used in conjunction 
with aitypewriter modi?ed in the manner shown in FIG. 3 of 
the drawings, it is possible for a typist as he or she is typing a 
message on a conventional typewriter modi?ed in accordance 
with the invention merely to depress an appropriate push but 
ton or key 51 that is properly identi?ed as the beginning of a 
new paragraph, end of a paragraph, etc. wherever such aux 
iliary instructions are desired. Upon the depression of the ap 
propriate push button 51, its associated target ?ag will be 
scanned by its respective ?ber optical readout branch 56, and 
will generate the desired characteristic coded message that 
can be supplied to a centrally located data processing com 
puter along with the message being typed to indicate any of 
the above-mentioned auxiliary instructions. 

It should be noted that with respect to the auxiliary signal 
generator shown in FIG. 9, or an apparatus having a recipro 
cally moveable member such as the modi?ed or adapted 
typewriter shown in FIG. 3, the encoded electrical output 
signal can be derivedand transmitted either at the time that 
the key is depressed, or upon its release, or on both occasions 
(i.e. either or both forward and return reading is possible). In 
the event that electrical signal encoding is desired in only one 
direction, the encoding may be provided in either the forward 
or return direction, with the message being blanked in the op 
posite direction of movement. A certain improvement in 
operation may be achieved by incorporating blanking into a 
monitor ampli?er such as shown in FIG. 6, or alternatively by 
appropriately programming the central data processing com 
puter such that the encoded output signal pulses are gated 
through only the moveable member, such as the typewriter 
printing hammer 27, or target ?ag 55, or other monitored part 
travelling in the "go" or "printing” direction. The arrange 
ment would be such that transmission of the encoded output 
signal with the member travelling in the “retum" direction is 
suppressed. Although the “retum“ transmission of the en 
coded signal is suppressed, it may be desirable to provide a 
local control unit incorporating a hit counter (not shown) or 
some other equivalent known comparison means for coded 
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signal bit character comparison purposes. With such arrange- ’ 
ment, the bit characters generated by the moveable member 
or other monitored part travelling in the “go" or “printing" 
direction can be compared to the bit characters read in the 75 

reverse or “retum” direction for read veri?cation or parity 
check purposes. 

FIG. 10 of the drawings illustrates the novel electro-optical I 
encoding arrangement applied to a measuring instrument for 
measuring the strength of compression springs such as are 
shown at 61 in FIG. 10. Springs 61 to be tested and classi?ed 
a?er manufacture may be injected into one branch 62 of a 
housing 63 by means of an automatic spring conveying or 
feeding mechanism (not shown) which may be arranged on 
the output of a spring forming machine. Following introduc 
tion of a spring 61 to be tested into the Y-branch 62, the 
spring will drop down into the bottom portion 64 of the hous 
ing 63 due to gravity where it will be retained by a slideable 
closure member 65. A reciprocally moveable compression 
member 66 is supported in a second branch 67 of housing 63 
so that it is linearly aligned with the bottom portion 64 of the 
housing into which the spring 61 to be tested drops. The com 
pression member 66 is reciprocally moveable to the dotted 
line position by a suitable ?xed force drive mechanism (not 
shown) and includes a longitudinally arranged pattern of 
characteristic markers 67 formed along its length. The mar 
kers 67 may be formed on the compression member 66 by any 
of the techniques previously described, and may include an in 
tennixe'd array of light re?ecting and nonre?ecting surface 
areas or stripes. The characteristic pattern of light re?ecting 
stripes is viewed by an electro-optical monitor assembly 15 
similar to that shown in FIG. 2 of the drawings through a win 
dow 68 formed in the side of the hosing 63. 

In operation, following the introduction of a compression 
spring 61 into the housing 63, the compression member 66 is 
caused to be moved downward to the dotted line position . 
shown in FIG. 10 with a known force. Upon this occasion, it 
will compress the spring 61 being tested to a degree deter 
mined by the strength of the spring. The strength of the spring 
hence will determine the extent to which the longitudinally ex 
tending pattern of light re?ecting markers is scanned past the 
interrogating end of the electro-optical monitor assembly 15. 
As a consequence, the electro-optical monitor will derive at its 
output terminal, encoded electrical output signals representa 
tive of the strength of the spring as determined by the number 
of characteristic markers read out from the coded pattern 67. 
During the return movement of the compression member 66 
to its raised position shown in FIG. 10, the bottom slide 65 will 
open, drop out a spring 61 previously tested, and then close to 
adapt the housing to receive the next spring to be tested. It will 
be appreciated, however, that by appropriately serially encod 
ing the marks longitudinally formed on the compression 
member 66, a characteristic, serially coded electric output 
signal will be derived which is representative of the compres 
sion strength of a particular spring under test. The encoded 
output signal thus derived through the use of appropriate logic 
circuitry can be employed to actuate suitable handling equip 
ment subsequent to the measuring instrument shown in FIG. 
10 to appropriately classify, package, label, etc. each of the 
respective compression springs. 
From the foregoing description, it will be appreciated that 

all of the embodiments of the invention disclosed use the basic 
scheme of a moveable member appropriately encoded with a 
characteristic pattern of intermixed light re?ecting and non 
reflecting surface areas or stripes which is interrogated and 
electrically read out serially by means of an electro-optical as 
sembly. All of the arrangements are such that the alignment of 
the interrogating. electro-optical readout assembly with the 
respective moveable member is not critical, but nevertheless 
provides reliable electrical encoding of the identity, extent of 
movement, etc. of a moveable member being monitored. The 
invention may be designed so that it is easily attached to and 
detached from an apparatus to be adapted for electrical en 
coding, or it may be permanently incorporated into the equip 
ment at the time of original manufacture. The novel encoding 
device herein proposed is superior in the manner of positional 
tolerance,the ability to interrogate from one side or the other 
of a moveable member, or from both sides of the member. By 
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the use of appropriately encoded re?ecting surface areas, the 
need for piercing of the moveable member which would result 
_in structurally weakening such member, is avoided. By the use 
of a ?ber optic bundle in the fabrication of the electro-optical 
monitor assembly, the monitor assembly may be more readily 
accommodated into existing equipment, and reliable electrical 
signal encoding can be accomplished with less complexity of 
apparatus. Further, the characteristic marking target ?ags em 
ployed in conjunction with the ?ber optical monitor assembly 
can be made precisely and at low cost using known photo 
graphic and etching, printing or plating techniques. Addi 
tionally, the use of the fiber optic sensor allows the associated 
light source, photoelectric cell, amplifier and/or other signal 
processing circuitry all to be located remotely from the 
generally critical monitoring or readout position for a movea 
ble member to be monitored. This is achieved without any 
substantial sacri?ce in perfonnance since the ?ber optic bun 
dle may be easily intertwined into and around obstacles in 
being led from the locality of the critical readout or monitor 
ing position to a less critical area where the other components 
of the signal processing circuitry can be mounted. 

It will be appreciated therefore that various combinations of 
the above-described encoding and electro-optical monitoring 
arrangements may be used economically to gather a wide 
variety of data using any desired data code system for deriving 
a serially encoded electrical output signal representative of 
the movement of a particular member, the extent of move 
ment of ,the member, etc. where appropriately coded target 
?ags or surface areas are affixed or otherwise formed on the 
moveable member at a location where it can be easily moni 
tored. It should be kept in mind that the invention is not 
limited to the modi?cation of existing equipment, but that an 
important aspect of the invention is the original inclusion in 
such equipment of a series of printed, embossed, plated 
etched or otherwise formed stripes coded in a pattern to com 
prise a target ?ag on the side of a moveable member which 
then readily can be read out in the manner described. Addi 
tionally, it should be noted that for best performance the use 
of an interrogating light beam is preferred. However, under 
certain circumstances, the ambient lighting conditions may 
permit the use of a “receiving only" encoding arrangement 
where the area of the target ?ag is generally illuminated by the 
ambient lighting conditions. Such a “receive only” arrange 
ment will have a poorer signal to noise ratio than the preferred 
embodiment; however, for certain applications it may be 
adequate. 
From the foregoing description it will be appreciated that 

the invention provides a new and improved electro-optical en‘ 
coding device which is relatively simple in construction, low 
cost, reliable in operation, and which easily may be employed 
in conjunction with a physically moveable member to derive a 
serially encoded characteristic electric output signal represen 
tative of the fact of movement of a particular member, the ex 
tent of movement of the member, etc. 
Having described several embodiments of a new and im 

proved electro-optical encoding device constructed in ac 
cordance with the invention, it is believed obvious that other 
modi?cations and variations of the invention are possible in 
the light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be un 
derstood that changes may be made in the particular embodi 
ments of the invention described which are within the full in 
tended scope of the invention as de?ned by the appended 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A new and improved electro-optical encoding device 

comprising a plurality of individually moveable members each 
having disposed thereon a characteristic coded pattern of in 
termixed light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes representa 
tive of data to be electrically encoded, electro-optical moni 
toring means positioned adjacent the coded moveable mem 
bers for serially illuminating the coded patterns of light 
re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes with an interrogating light 
beam as the member moves past the electro-optical monitor 
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ing means, and for serially receiving back pulses of light 
returned by the coded patterns of light-re?ecting stripes are 
deriving serially coded electrical output signals therefrom 
representative of the data encoded on the moveable members, 
said electro-optical monitoring means comprising a common 
source of illumination, ?rst fiber optic light transmitting 
means having multiple branch paths for directing light from 
said common source of illumination onto the characteristic 
coded patterns of light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes of 
the respective moveable members, second ?ber optic light 
receiving means having multiple branch paths for receiving 
light pulses re?ected from the patterns of light re?ecting 
stripes on the respective members and directing the received 
light pulses to a common readout point, and a single common 
electro~optic converting element located at the common 
readout point and having the light output from the'second 
?ber optic light receiving means directed thereon for convert 
ing the intelligence contained in the received pulses of 
re?ected light into coded electrical signals representative of 
the data encoded on the moveable members. 

2. An encoding device according to claim 1 further includ 
ing focusing lens means for focusing light directed upon or 
emanating from the patterns of light-re?ecting stripes into 
?nely focused intense light beams. 

3. An encoding device according to claim 1 wherein the first 
?ber optic light~transmitting means comprises a plurality of 
light-transmitting ?ber optic branches having one end posi 
tioned adjacent the common source of illumination and a 
remaining end positioned adjacent the path of a respective 
moveable member for transmitting light from the source and 
directing an interrogating light beam against the moveable 
member as the pattern of re?ecting stripes is serially moved 
past, and wherein the second ?ber optic light-transmitting 
means comprises a plurality of light receiving branches having 
one end positioned adjacent the path of a respective moveable 
member in the vicinity of the interrogating light beam 
produced by the associated light transmitting ?ber optic 
branch and having a remaining end positioned to direct light 
pulses received from the pattern of re?ecting stripes onto the 
light sensitive surface of the single common electro-optic con 
verting element. 

4. An encoding device according to claim 3 wherein the 
moveable member moves past the electro-optical converting 
element twice in a forward and return motion whereby the 
coded electrical output signal derived during the forward mo 
tion may be compared to the coded electrical output signal 
derived during the return motion for parity check purposes. 

5. An encoding device according to claim 4 further includ 
ing focusing lens means for focusing light directed upon or 
emanating from the patterns of light—re?ecting stripes into 
?nely focused intense light beams. ' 

6. An encoding device according to claim 1 wherein the 
moveable members have similar coded patterns of re?ecting 
stripes formed on at least two sides thereof and the ?ber optic 
branches comprise dual ?ber optic light-transmitting branches 
and dual ?ber optic light-receiving branches for illuminating 
and receiving back re?ected light pulses from each of the sides 
of the moveable members, the light-receiving branches being 
directed in common to the light sensitive surface of the single 
common electro~optic converting element. 

7. An encoding device according to claim 1 wherein the 
moveable members move past the electro-optical monitoring 
means twice in a forward and return motion whereby the 
coded electrical output signal derived during the forward mo 
tion may be compared to the coded electrical output signal 
derived during the return motion for parity check purposes. 

8. An encoding‘device according to claim 1 wherein the pat~ 
tern of light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes is permanently 
formed on the moveable members. 

9. An encoding device according to claim 1 wherein the pat 
tern of light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes is formed on a 
detachable target ?ag that may be readily secured to the 
moveable members for encoding and readout purposes. 
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10. A keyboard—actuated apparatus for deriving coded elec 
trical output signals characteristic of the individual characters 

' and markings represented by the several keys of the apparatus 
and including a plurality of keys for causing physical move 
ment of respective key actuated members past respective 
readout zones associated with each key actuated member 
upon the respective keys thereof being actuated, charac 
teristic coded patterns of light re?ecting and nonre?ecting 
stripes formed on portions of each key actuated member that 
moves past the readout zone, a common source of illumina 
tion, ?rst ?ber optic light transmitting means having multiple 
branch paths for directing light from said common source of 
illumination to the respective readout zones for illuminating 
the characteristic coded patterns of light re?ecting and non 
re?ecting stripes, second ?ber optic light receiving means hav 
ing multiple-branch paths for receiving light pulses from the 
patterns of light-re?ecting strips on the respective key actu 
ated members and and directing the received light pulses to a 
common readout point, and common electro-optic converting 
means located at the. common readout point and having the 
light output from the second ?ber optic light receiving means 
directed thereon for converting the intelligence contained in 
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the received puls;s of re?ected light‘ into coded electrical 
signals representative of the individual characters and 
markings represented by the several keys of the apparatus. 

11. An encoding device according to claim 10 further in 
cluding focusing lens means for focusing light directed upon 
or emanating from the patterns of light re?ecting stripes into 
finely focused intense light beams. 

12. An encoding device according to claim 10 wherein the 
moveable members move past the electro-optical monitoring 
means twice in a forward and return motion whereby the 
coded electrical output signal derived during the forward mo 
tion may be compared to coded electrical output signal 
derived during the return motion for parity check purposes. 

13. An encoding device according to claim 10 wherein the 
pattern of light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes is per 
manently formed on the moveable members. 

14. An encoding device according to claim 10 wherein the 
pattern of light re?ecting and nonre?ecting stripes is formed 
on a detachable target ?at that may be readily secured to the 
moveable members for encoding and readout purposes. 

it 10' ill t t 


